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Understanding steady state blood concentration in chronic opiate therapy is critical to maximize 

drug efficacy, minimize breakthrough events and ensure proper compliance.  To support steady-

state drug measurements, conventional blood sampling by venipuncture is done. In this setting, 

the patient is required to remain at the facility until sampling is complete.  Dried blood spot 

(DBS) sampling can potentially improve compliance by allowing for “at-home” sampling by the 

patient. We've evaluated a unique microsampling device that is designed for exactly this purpose 

and has the added benefit of eliminating some of the inherent bias with conventional DBS 

sampling and processing.  The device allows simple and precise collection of 10 uL volumes of 

blood, independent of hematocrit.   

 

A subset of commonly prescribed and/or abused opiates were selected for this study.  Opiates 

were spiked into human whole blood, and a 10ul volume was precisely transferred to the tip of 

the microsampling device.  Following drying of the whole blood on the microsampler tip, the 

opiates were recovered using a two-step extraction protocol (aqueous followed by organic). 

Samples were evaporated to dryness, reconstituted in solvent appropriate for LC/MS/MS 

analysis.  The ability to quantify these commonly prescribed/abused opiates from whole blood 

was achieved.  Accuracy and precision were evaluated and the data support the potential of the 

approach in the clinical setting. The results are presented within. 


